
In Partnership with 

Karen O’Donnell, The Speaker Coach

We Unlock the Potential of People



Invincible
Create Invincible teams throughout

your entire organisation



Over the past seven years, we have assessed 
the performance of thousands of teams
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The average team score across every 
organisation is 58 out of 100



This means that most teams are only achieving 
about half of their potential
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What are some of the obvious signs that a team 
is only achieving half of their potential?
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Drama → Wasted Time
Hostility → Poor Collaboration
Misalignment → Frustration

Lack of Execution → Don’t Hit Targets
Unrealized Potential → Missed Opportunities
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A single low performing team is bad enough –
an entire organisation of low performing teams 

could be deadly
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For every 5 teams in your organisation you have 
about a million euro problem

x 5 = €1m in lost revenue*

* Annual Lost Revenue = Underperformance + Turnover Cost
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https://www.gallup.com/workplace/247391/fixable-problem-costs-businesses-trillion.aspx


How many teams do you have in your 
organisation?

x 5 = €1m in lost revenue*

* Annual Lost Revenue = Underperformance + Turnover Cost
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https://www.gallup.com/workplace/247391/fixable-problem-costs-businesses-trillion.aspx


What if every team in your organisation
became Invincible?
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Great Culture → Engaged Workforce
High Trust → Increased Collaboration
Common Goals → Working Efficiently
Focused Work → Hitting Your Targets

Maximize Potential → Do More With Less
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Drama → Engagement
Hostility → High Trust

Misalignment → Common Goals
Missed Targets → Winning

Missed Opportunities → Maximized Potential
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Here is the Problem We Are Facing

50%

Percentage of Employees
who clearly know what is 

expected of them

34%

Percentage of Employees
who agree their managers 

know what projects and tasks 
they are working on

Percentage of Employees
who believe they are being given 
opportunities to learn and grow 

30%

26%

Percentage of Employees
who receive effective 
ongoing feedback and 

communication

21%

Percentage of Employees
who have performance metrics they should 

be, or are being, held accountable to



We have created a proven process to help every 
team in your organisation become Invincible



We know who to involve
We know where to focus

We know what to measure
We know how to deliver
We know why it works



Everyone – Most attempts to change team 
performance have focused exclusively on 

leadership, which is never enough

Who to Involve



Where to Focus

Personality
Intelligence

Skills
Intelligence

Emotional
Intelligence

Self-aware

Others-aware

Task-aware



High-Performance 
System

62%
Alignment

45%
Execution

71%
Capacity

52%
Relationships

47%
Communication

What to Measure



How to Deliver

Consulting from 

The Speaker Coach

backed by Technology
On-demand

24/7 365 Access

Anywhere in world

Any device



Why it Works

Organise Everyone in Teams

Easily add people to teams so that you can 
visually see your organization.

Measure + Track Teams Invincibility

See how teams are performing compared to 
their past scores and other teams.

Improve Team Scores

We give each team specific next steps to 
improve their scores and become invincible.
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BETTER CULTURE

We leverage GiANT to help us build 

and sustain a workplace culture to 

attract & retain great employees.

- Director, Sourcewell

BETTER DECISIONS

Utilizing GiANT has made us better 

& faster at making important 

decisions.

- President N.A., Huhtamaki

HIGH-PERFORMING TEAMS

GiANT has been really helpful in 

developing our leaders to sustain 

the high growth of our company.

- Managing Director Europe, Endava



Why it Works



Your Platform Partner

Karen O’Donnell - GiANT Consultant

Email: karen@thespeakercoach.biz

Building Authentic Leaders, One Conversation at a Time!

Click on this link to schedule a complimentary Growth Plan, 

https://bit.ly/3D6SZol


